
Scambi is a Festival conceived and organized by a team of young 
under-25yo volunteers coming from all over the world.
Laboratories make up the beating heart of our festival. We invented 
the word “Paneuretic” to describe them. This adjective is composed by 
three Ancient Greek words: pan (everything), eurisko (knowing), ethos 
(way of living). Scambi’s Labs are directed by people and associations 
which have a specific theme as their mission

Scambi is special under many respects: 
Dissolvenze is the festival section dedicated to the Cinema and an 
international short-movies contest. Every year our contest receives 
more than 150 subscriptions from all over the world.
Among the characteristic streets of the historical centre, we host our 
Pinoli: stands, shows and presentations aiming at creating a space for 
realities which we share basic values with. More importantly, Scambi is 
an accessible festival. It is open to and enjoyable by everyone, 
independently from age, genre, political and religious beliefs, sexuality, 
physical or mental disabilities.
Our roots are firmly established in La Pigna, the historical centre of 
Sanremo, while our branches extend further than Liguria and Italy. 
Among Scambi’s most important ambitions there is the one of deve-
loping a symbiosis between the local and the international dimension, 
mixing and moving – literally – distant cultures. We have a particular-
ly stable and strong link with Libera Association and the E!State Liberi 
summer camp they organize.
We are proud to acknowledge that Scambi Festival is one of those 
experiences which are hard to communicate and tell to who have not 
lived them. Given that, we try to represent Scambi by choosing a few 
pictures, realizing a short documentary of the previous edition (find 
the link below) and summarizing our values in the Manifesto of Scambi 
Festival. 

Get ready to sail off to a future rich of solidarity and empathy, we are 
waiting for you!

The Festival of Paneurethic Laboratories



scambi.org
https://peertube.uno/w/nVkrGcAxER-
p2WHhWWRvTng

Scambi 2022 short documentary:
staff@scambi.org

@cambisfestival
@scambi@pan.rent

@scambifestival

http://scambi.org
https://peertube.uno/w/nVkrGcAxERp2WHhWWRvTng

